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ABSTRACT

This essay presents a historical analysis of Hungarian women's movem.ents from the
late eighteenth century imtil recent years. As women's organising in Hungary responded to both internal and international economic and political forces, it also revealed four sets of connections across the diverse historical landscape. First, these
groups have framed their political aims to achieve greater legitimacy by selectively
emphasising their international connections. The second parallel is the particitlarly
harsh treatment women's groups have received when the dominant ideology changed.
Third, in response to this treatment and for sheer self-preservation, ;,vomen activists
re-framed contemporary events and re-interpreted history in general and ;,vomen's
history in particular to strengthen their sense of identity and self-justification. The
fourth common feature is the often difficult relationship between ,,vomen's groups and
the state. These four features potentially counterbalanced the many disagreements
among ,,vomen's groups over what they perceive to be women's appropriate roles and
the definition of feminism, and persistently led to women's mobilisation and actions.
Controversies around feminism ignite and fundamentally influence ho,,v and why
women's groups become implicated in politics. Looking at the case of Eastern Europe,
and especially focusing on Hungary, this essay argues that feminism has helped to
establish much common ground among activists.
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Introduction: The Effects of Changing Gender Roles on Women's
Organising in Post-Communist Central and Eastern Europe
In the past fifteen years, as the near-monopoly of the communist parties in Central
and Eastern Europe has shifted to a more democratic political environment, gender
roles in the post-communist region have also dramatically transformed, thoroughly
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affecting the ways that vvomen organise. The emergence of a variety of new women's
groups in Central and Eastern Europe is mostly attributed to the newly won right of
association and an increased freedom, which contributed to a greater diversity of gender roles. Howe,1 er, this perception of increased choice both in public and private life
may appear to be an oversimplification when contrasted with the increasing polarisation of appropriate behaviour for the sexes, i.e., hypermasculinisation and ultrafeminisation.1 Many of the previously supported roles for women, such as the female
worker, have gone out of fashion in popular imagery, to the extent that female politicians and activists, for example, are sometimes openly condemned, and this l1as contributed to a dramatic decline in political representation. 2 At tl1e same time, other
images-the mother, the hostess, the model, etc.-are being promoted to highlight
and entrench the notion that women should be caring, attractive, available (in many
or all ways), and self-sacrificing.3 The essentialised gender-specific images have precipitated the (re)emergence of hundreds of v.romen's groups in the region that in tum
react to the changing gender roles by embracing, rejecting, or blending various types
of feminism. Through their actions, these v.romen's groups are publicly expressing
their interpretation of desirable gender roles and their opinion on the applicability of
feminism in the region. The story of the emergence and corresponding activities of
women's groups informs us about the cha11ging gender roles in tl1e post-communist
context. In the case study of Hungary, this essay will describe l1ow successive layers
of women's activism l1ave con11ected, discoru1ected, and developed.
This essay will follow the emergence of Hungarian women's groups from the late
eighteenth century up until recent years. Across the di,rerse historical landscape of the
past two hundred years of ,-vomen's organising in Hungary, the groups have framed
their political claims to achieve greater legitimaC)' by (1) selectively emphasising their
international connections and (2) through their use and interpretation of histor)'·
Women activists re-framed contemporary events and re-interpreted history to enl1ance their appeal. The women's groups didn't agree over v.1hat they perceive to be
women's appropriate role and the definition of feminism, and their often difficult relatio11ship with tl1e state and patriarcl1al power all seem to appear repeatedly, albeit in
varying degrees and iI1tensity.

Structure of the Essay
The essay opens with a re,1 iew of the research process and the background sources,
then moves on to examine the changes in Hungarian women's representation in less
traditional political structures, such as voluntary associations and non-go,,ernmental
organisations (NGOs) active in social movements. 4 In telling the story of the successive women's movements, I examine the different forms of Ht1ngarian v.1 omen's groups
according to the degree they identify v.rith feminist consciousness. Anti-feminism and
hybrid (blended) feminisms emerge as distii1ctive elements in categorising women's
organising, as feminism has made many vvomen and their respective groups 'differently se11sitive' to ge11der relations.
The first section will elaborate on the controversy over the meanings of feminism
as applied in Central and Eastern Europe. After showing hov.r anti-feminism and hy-
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bridisation affected women's mobilisation in Hungary, I then describe the interlocking ebbs and flows of women's organising from the early nineteenth-century prowoman advocacy to women's N GOs in contemporary times. The second section on
precursors and the third section on contemporary women's groups reveal that the history of v.romen's organising ser,,es as a source of inspiration for contemporary activists. My analysis also shows how selectively presented history and ideological
genesis are also used to justify, both symbolically and politically, the existence of
women's groups and their long-standing roots in Hungary. This essay underscores
that contemporary Hungariai1 women's groups l1ave framed their political claims to
achieve greater legitimacy in a new democracy by presenting a historical narrative of
their emergence by selectively equating their aims with contemporary Western democratic, human rights, and modernisation practices.

The R esearch Process and Field Work
Many scholars of social movements and gender studies believe that Hungary lacks an
established women's movement. 5 An empirically based study, which I condi1cted dirring three extensive research trips to Hungary, provides evidence contrary to this notion. Spendi.t1g twelve mo11ths on field researcl1 in 1994-1995, I carried out an in-deptl1
study of wome11's activism i11 Hungary, participati11g in meeti11gs and protests, i11terviewing leading participants, and assembling a diverse set of oral records 011 the interconnections between pre-communist and communist-era women's organisations.
In addition to inter,,iews, I also collected a wide variety of written documents, including archi,,al materials, contemporary newspaper reviews, and the groups' own mformation materials, describing the history and professed ideology of nascent women's
groups.
In 2001, I interviev.red the same Htmgarian women activists and added members
of new groups, as well as politicians with whom the grottps were workmg closely, to
my interviev.r group. From the interviev.rs, I noticed a distinctive focus developing in
the emerging wome11's movement. The activities of women's groups ce11tre on vvelfarerelated issues, ra11ging from reproductive rights and family benefits, to tl1e need to
slow down the abrupt increase in wome11's retirement age and to raise awareness about
domestic ,,iolence.
Three years later, I used interviev.,s and textual analysis to trace the netv.rorks of
financing and information exchange between Central and Eastern European women's
groups and Western European and North American women's groups that worked together to criminalise domestic ,,iolence. In all three rounds of interviews and participant observations I compared the mterviews for evidence of temporal change and
analysed tl1eir texts for common themes such as relations to feminism, towards politics, and notions of gender eqttality. I mapped the exchange between and among
women's groups, governme11ts, and international actors, such as aid agencies, Western feminist organisations, ai1d foreign activists. Throughout this research the interviewees remi.t1ded me of the difficult balai1ce that women's studies scholars must
maintain between independence and advocacy and the culturally and historically
contested definitions of feminism.
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Dilemmas of Feminist Research: Agency and Structure in Post-Communist Europe
Feminist social science has a foot in at least two traditions or ways of being/knowing.
One tradition is the academic mode and its detached, scientific knowledge; the other
tradition insists on the conjoining of dichotomies between theory and practice.6 I understand feminism as affirming an inseparable connection between theory and practice, with gender as a complex ensemble of social relations calling for a number of
critical methods of analysis. Feminism is not a universal discourse, exclusive to
women, but rather a 'political interpretation and struggle' that emerges from the specific needs of different cultures.7 From this, we may posit a variety of feminisms. 8
In choosing Hungarian women's groups as a focus of research attention, I grappled with recognising both 'structure' and 'agency'. 'Structure' is the ever-changing
social S)'Stem that emerges as a result of past actions of indi,,iduals, their groups, and
their institutions.9 Women's groups act both as products of social structure and as
agents of change in the social structure. Through the combination of agency and structure, I attempt to capture both general and individual factors and motives that influence the characteristics and relationships among and within women's groups.
I define agency as the capacity of individuals or groups to be autonomous and to
create a culture, often of resistance.10 Agency is ai1 especially pote11t concept iI1 the
study of women because traditional understandings of politically significant action
have been based on a masculine model of autonomy and agency. Thus, agency has not
been equally accessible to women. When women reach out to establish their own
,,oice, they face dire choices of either confronting, or out of necessity or of desire of ad,,ancement, conforming to the dominant male-centred roles and norms.11
The issue of agency and autonomy became a central source of tension both for me
and for the women with whom I interacted during my research. I feel uncomfortable
when I see women's own views espousing domination over themselv es and interpreting it as beneficial to them. What happens when claims are at odds with one another?
Whicl1 is right? Is experience the determiner? Is experience more valuable than theory
or informed opinion?12 Tl1ese issues weighed l1eavily on me v.1he11 deciding v.rhether
to evaluate some interviewees' controversial opiI1ions as a lack of awareness or as ai1
expression of agency. After a brief and unhappy flirtation with explaining away contradictory beliefs as a result of false consciousness, I began to take the contradictions
seriously and to argue that the di,risions between men and women operate vvithin and
through equally profound divisions among women. 13 Consequently, I set the focus of
this study broadly on '\,v omen's groups' to include all such self-defined groups.
I defined any formal or informal group as a women's group if it (1) declared itself
as a group by and for women; (2) demonstrated activities in st1pport of women; and
(3) created some autonomy for itself by raising funds for their activities, establishing
tl1eir ow11 agenda, and engaging iI1 activities with other groups, the public, a11d/ or tl1e
political establishment. If indepe11dent groups, party-affiliated caucuses, or trade union
women's sections satisfied the above criteria, I considered them a suitable subject of
inquiry. By accounting for party-affiliated vvomen's groups, I included more groups
than a strict definition of civil society would encompass, because civil society theoretically excludes familial and state/ government-related associations.14 However, these
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theoretical delineations are not useful as pure abstractions and need to be applied in
practice and to reflect on the given social context. Civil society is rarely hermetically
sealed off from political parties and governments. On the contrary, many segments of
civil society actively strive to connect to politics, broadly defined. In post-communist
Europe, in particular, the 1989 revolutions served to remind any governing party to
maintain contact vvith an array of social movements, including women's mo,,ements.
While the parent parties of women's groups cottld form part of government, the
groups themselves performed many functions, often only vaguely related to the party's
platform and many l1ave struggled to carve out features of autonomous existence.
When party-affiliated women's groups exerted a formidable presence, I added their
insights and activities to the analysis of women's groups in Hungary.

Contemporary Hungarian Women's Groups and
Their Relationship to the Meanings of Feminism
The activities of women's groups not only create political agency, albeit to a limited
extent, but also assist in a slov.r social transformation towards higher awareness of
gender roles and inequalities as wome11's movements across the world start to interact. Tl1ese transformations are barely visible from the traditional political standpoint
that focuses on governments and political parties, but tl1ey have changed many communities, families, and indi,riduals. By establishing and strengthening a network of
domestic groups and by connecting to international non-governmental organisations,
Hungarian women's groups and their acti,rities ha,,e begun chipping away at the exclusive state-centred focus of politics. The changes in women's political status are
most evident in their enhanced political representation, broadly understood to include non-governmental entities as well, and, most importantly, in women and their
allies finding each other, forming grottps, and pttblicly expressing their viev.rs and interests. Hov.rever, even in a relati,rely energetic engagement with a new democracy
such as post-communist HU11gary, there are ma11y warning signs.
Wome11's activism often forms a gl1etto, a gender-segregated public realm that institutionalises the femil1il1e spheres of activity. Witl1in this ghetto, women's groups i.11
Hungary are divided according to hov.r they relate to their gender-specific separation:
some see that they can benefit by emphasising the dominant understanding of femininity, while others find the boundaries repressi,,e and seek transcendence. As
women's groups, both types of groups are included here, but I separate the latter, that
is, the feminist approach, from the former that is either anti-feminist or hybridises
some elements of feminism v.rith traditional images and expectations of women. However, while the femilust approach is best symbolised as a 'family tree', to borrow
Karen Offen's metaphor, because of its broad reach and diverse variety, it has a few
commo11, critical eleme11ts, such as sensitivity to women's oppression ai1d a desire to
pursue change in their favour, most often by challenging patriarchal thought and i11stitutions.15 Wlule generally escl1evving tl1e term 'feminist', because it ofte11 carries a
stigma, both early twentieth-century and contem porary women's activism in Hungary have carried a few clearly identifiable elements of feminism.
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I define feminist organisations as those that work with women and for women by
embracing collective decision-making, empowerment of members, and a political
agenda to end the oppression of women. Generally, feminist organisations question
patriarchal authority and corresponding dominant social values. These groups and
their movements can produce new elites, claim resources on behalf of women, and
provide space for their claims and activities.16 Within these constraints, only a handful of Hrmgarian women's groups have rmwaveringly claimed to be and can be rmambiguously viewed as feminist in their orientation. From the small number of
feminist adherents, four groups in particular stand out because of their persistence
and promi11ence: the Feministak Egyesiilete (Feminist Alliance), active between 19041942; the Feminista Hal6zat (Feminist Network), formed in 1990, which ceased operation around 2002; NaNE, 17 a domestic violence hotline established by Feminist Network members in 1994; and Labrisz, 18 a lesbian association, established officially in
1999 after many years of informal existence.
A global spread and diffusion of ideas assisted the activities of these four associations as the av.rareness of feminist perspectives increased in Hungary and changed
some perceptions of the world in v.rhich Hrmgarian women live. For example, many
of the Feminist Network's members essentially contributed to Hungary's first nonpartisan platform that organised agait1st the impendit1g restrictions of abortio11 it1
1991-1992. NaNE has bee11 at tl1e forefront of bringing iI1formation to the public about
the widespread and gendered 11ature of domestic violence, consiste11tly pressuring
governments to pass legislation that specifically addresses this hidden pandemic. It is
not entirely counter-intuitive that these activities should also produce a reaction to feminism, albeit not always an entirely hostile one, in the form of virulent anti-feminism.
Women and their associations often responded to feminism by establishing their own
version of a hybrid feminism.
Hybrid feminism, as the name suggests, combines ·various feminist and non-feminist schools of thought, and mixes them accordit1g to the specific historical, political,
and c11ltural conditions of a cormtry or a region. Political ideologies often adapt to regional specificities, and feminism is certainly 110 exception to this ubiquitous trend, especially in Central and Eastern Europe, whose opening towards the West botl1
eco11omically and politically occurred suddenly and on a broad scale.
While there are many varieties of feminism to mix with ,,arious local affinities,
hybrid feminisms differ in significant respects from the foreign models of women's activism . Hybrid feminists blur various boundaries that Western, especially AngloSaxon, schools of thought ma)' assume as well delineated. 19 From the perspecti,,e of
post-communist Eastern Europe, the delineation of the boundaries of the pri,,ate sphere
is probably one of the most problematic issues.2°First, the communist-era 'anti-politics'
of resistance made the sphere of the family a welcome ref11ge, in contrast with Western feminist interpretations that see gender oppression as being rooted in the family.21
Second, while the intended boundary betwee11 the state and civil society appears especially rigid in British and U.S. philosoplucal a11d social science literature, many of
the NGOs springing up in Eastern Europe 11ot only searcl1 for and accept state fu11ding but also actively pursue its agenda.22
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Hybrid feminism tends to focus on issues raised by foreign women's advocates
but it adjusts these topics according to the local culture and politics. First, by addressing local audiences, it often re-frames Western feminist issues around defending or revi,,ing, but not directly challenging or stamping out traditions that regard women's
main public concern to be children's welfare. Hybrid feminists situationally embrace
or reject local understandings of motherhood, marriage, religious devotion, and domesticity, or gender-specific discriminatory practices. Second, hybrid feminism differs
from foreign models in the organisational forms it prodt1ces becat1se of its close relationship with tl1e state ai1d/ or with a foreign funding agency. The discursive and organisational strategies create GONGOs (government-spo11sored NGOs). Examples of
blatantly state-sponsored hybrid ,-vomen's organisations may be less apparent in contemporary Hungary than critics have charged in the case of Bulgaria,23 or the Bily kruh
bezpeci, BKB (White Circle of Safety) in the Czech Republic, and Niebieska Linia (Blue
Light) in Poland,24 but contemporary women's party caucuses, trade union women's
sections, and the Magyar N61c Szovetsege (Association of Hungarian Women), all discussed below, fit vvithin this frame. The hybrid organisations tend to blur boundaries
between traditional women's acti,rism, which exalts motherhood and activism based
on contemporary Western feminist principles.25
Hybridisation in women's activism does 11ot need to be seen as evil or essentially
harmful, or as something to be eradicated. Critics of hybrid feminism raise uncomfortable questions about a potential coloniser-colonised dynamic bet¼1 een 'East' and
'West' when they point at unsuccessful local imitations and incomplete institutionalisation of foreign projects. With these concerns in mind, it is important to note that,
while (neo-)colonialist tendencies may be present, Hungary and the eight other postcommunist European countries, entered the European Union in 2004 on an almost
equal footing with the other member states.26 Hybridisation of feminism, vvith all its
problematic and empo,,.,rering aspects, can be seen as an intrinsic resttlt of encot1nters
between foreign projects and local actors. While the exchange between the Eastern
and the Western regions of Europe has been common, its intensity and the degree of
power-disparity waxed and waned throughout tl1e centuries. Any understanding of
the degree of inequality between East a11d West, a11d the intensity of exchange can be
maiupulated by a critical or favourable interpretatio11 of this history. Depe11di11g 011
their position regarding feminism and the West, women's groups in Central and Eastern Europe do not only live history, they dramatise and perform it.
To create a broader appeal by claiming an organic, national heritage to the land,
contemporary women's groups have traced their ideological lineage and reclaimed
and popularised their effect in connection to past politics. The renevved claims to a historical heritage, which had been erased and mostly forgotten, incorporated various
forward-looking political messages about the desirable role of women and, on occasion, attempted to re-conceptualise gender relations. Even when a straightforward inte11t to repossess historical heritage was less evident or less acute, tl1e connectio11s to
tl1e past still indirectly il1fluenced the trajectory of "''omen's moveme11ts in H U11gary.
Despite hugely disruptive twists and turns in the story of women's organising in
Hungary, it is evident, at least in retrospect, how successive phases of women's organ-
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ising build on eacl1 other and offer a perspective on the desirable direction of social
change in gender relations.

Precursors and Predecessors:
Women's Organising in Hungary Before 1989
Hungarian women's organising began in the 1800s as one of the voices calling for
moder11isatio11, education, ai1d, occasio11ally, for natio11al independence. The first writte11 testimony of wome11's orga11ising can be traced back to 1790, when a petition in
the name of 'Hungarian mothers' entered the records of the nobles' assembly.27 The
early 1800s ga,,e rise to a multitude of mostly aristocratic women's charity organisations, both secular and church-affiliated.
Charity associations, starting with the first registered women's organisation in 1817,
the Pesti J6tekony Noegylet (Women's Charity Association of Pest), and others, such as
the Szegedi and the Pecsi Szoroptimista Klub (Soroptimist Club of Szeged and Soroptimist Club of Pees), which were established in 1992 and 1996, respectively, unquestionably provide valttable welfare services, but rarely question the status of women in
society or challe11ge ge11der inequality.28 While they may, and often do, lead to courageous action on bel1alf of women, the poor, and social justice, tl1ey mostly offer only
a vague potential of ge11der-co11Scious transformation that can act as a catalyst for more
explicitly gender-specific claims.29 Building on the affirmative experience of charity
netvvorks, women could potentially start to organise along other, more explicitly political lines.
The flow of ideas and acti,rists between the different radical branches of women's
organising can be noted even in the humble beginnings of "''omen's associational life
in nineteenth-century Httngary. Fighting for women's edttcation, for instance, "''as a
radical claim in the mid-1800s, and on the basis of its explicit gender-sensitivity, it
could certainly be called a feminist claim in modem terminology. One notable precttrsor to feminist sensibilities, Mrs. Pal Veres, called for wome11's education and tl1e abolition of prejudices against wome11 in the 1870s.30 However, despite her co11Siderable
lobbying and organising efforts, her crusade only became more broadly supported
and partially implemented when capitalist tendencies in the economy began to emerge
in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in the late nineteenth century. By 1885, more women
were recei,,ing a basic education and had become legally entitled to occupy what we
would call today pink-collar jobs.31 By 1896, women could gather and potentially pursue their common interests based on their professional status in the N6tisztvisel6"k
Orszagos Egyesiilete (National Association of Female Employees). It took only eight
more years for some members of the National Association of Female Employees to establish the Feministak Egyesulete (Feminist Alliance). The connection between the National Association of Female Employees and the Feminist Alliance is an early example
of how activism in one organisatio11 can lead to a more politically inclined awake11ing
of another. The founders of tl1e Feminist Alliai1ce were inspired by feminism il1 Western Europe and North America, which they could apply in fostering women's education, enhancing their employment possibilities, and pursuing women's right to vote.
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Simultaneously pursuing women's education, employment, and suffrage simultaneously, they also enlisted the Feminist Alliance in the International Woman Suffrage Alliance (IWSA).32
Early in the twentieth century, other Hungarian women's organisations also connected with international intellectual currents and corresponding social movement
activism. Most importantly, feminism and women's class-based organising emerged
at the same time and have competed vvith one another by providing different expla1,ations for women's l,ardship. In Httngary, the Magyarorszagi Munkasno Egyesulet
(Associatio11 of Hungarian Women Workers) was established in the same year as the
Feminist Allia11ce (1904), ar1d it almost immediately affiliated itself witl, social democratic causes and with both the national and the international organisations of the
working class.33 In the first half of the twentieth century, in Hungary, feminism, as a
social movement remained divided along ethnic and class lines. Today, ethnic and
class-based affiliations continue to challenge and often undermine feminist claims of
gender-based solidarity. The recurring interaction, confrontation, and hybridisation of
feminism, class-based ideologies, and nationalist sentiments demonstrate that multiple aspects of identit)' cannot be easily disentangled. The debate over the appropriateness of feminist or class-based women's organisation in Central and Eastern Europe
re-emerged witl, eve11 more fervour again after 1989, with very similar argume11ts 011
botl, sides as women's groups had raised at the turn of the twentieth ce11tury.34
Approximately 800 women's groups existed at the end of tl1e nineteentl1 century
in Hungary and from this large collection the Feminist Alliance emerged as the spearhead group in the campaign for the right to vote.35 The core members of the Alliance
were mostly educated, urban women, but the association also had extensive rural contacts and probably a large number of sympathisers. Viewing the Feminist Alliance as
an appealing and legitimating precursor, members of the Feminist Network in the late
1990s were partly discouraged but also invigorated to note that, ninety years earlier,
the Feminist Alliance had received at least as many welcoming and supportive reviews as critical ones in the early twentieth-century national press.36
One enduring criticism against feminist organisations both tl1en and post-1989 has
been the cl1arge of elitism. The social-democratic activist Mariska Gardos repeatedly
used this argument agaiI1St the Femiiust Allia11ce iI1 the early 1900s37 and the charge has
resurfaced in contemporary historiography. 38 Femiiust organisations tend to remain
independent of political parties, a pattern repeated at the tum of both the twentieth
and the twenty-first centuries and which exposes the groups to additional criticism
for 'elitist' and pretentious behaviour. While the inclination of feminist groups to be
political!)' unaffiliated may be based on pragmatic reasons to allow the formation of
broad alliances, the rather inhospitable environment that political parties tend to provide for feminist activists also contributes to their relative isolation. The Feminist Alliance chose to remain politically independent, despite knowing this would limit its
reach, but still successfully created the country's first labour excl1ange for educated
women.39
Partially due to Hungarian women's extensive orga11ising and lobbying activities
for voting rights reforms, Budapest hosted the 1913 conference of the International
Woman Suffrage Alliance. The Feminist Alliance posted over 8,000 flyers to promote
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it on the city streets.40 By 1914, a sizeable network of women's organisations existed in
Hungary, alongside trade unions and professional and religious groups. Despite their
opposing ideologies, both authoritarian regimes that came to power after each world
war (i.e., the Horthy regime between 1919 and 1944 and communism between 1948
and 1989) believed it vvas beneficial to diminisll and later eliminate the story of the
Feminist Alliance, its exte11sive iI1ten1atio11al contacts, and the engaging cultural and
political effects of a rich netvvork of various v.1 omen's groups.
Women twice gai11ed and also quickly lost the rigl1t to vote and to rtm as political
candidates before they finally gained universal suffrage in 1945. First, they were granted
suffrage in the social-democratic revolution of 1918, then saw it re-affirmed during the
communist take-o·ver of 1919, but their universal ,,oting rights were short-lived. The
successive authoritarian political regime under the leadership of Admiral Horthy persistently moved to eradicate signs of the immediate past and, consequently, passed
laws that severely restricted women's right to stand as political candidates, vote, and
have access to university education.41 In addition, the Horthy regime placed the leading activists of the Feminist Alliance under sur,,eillance and subjected them to such
harassment tl1at they left the coU11try. 42
A rai1ge of women's associations developed in the 1920s and 1930s and attracted
more middle-class women than the earlier groups had.43 However, the majority membership of these groups would not produce critical interpretations of gender relations
because, if these groups wished to remain legal, it was best for them to avoid feminism.
With the exception of illegal, 'submerged' acti,,ism that some feminists and communists
were forced to accept, 44 the political aims of women's groups were limited to those
that corresponded with the nationalist, Christian, and traditional gender imagery. 45
Instead of engaging m battles over the right to vote, the inter-war women's organisations either acted as employment and instrrance clearinghouses for the workmg
class or provided social services, such as assistance iI1 hospitals and child-care facilities. Religious and patriotic women's organisatio11s, such as the Magi;ar Asszonyok
Nemzeti Szovetsege, MANSZ (National Association of Hungariai1 Wome11), became iI1fluential and touted the values of a right-wing Catholic regime.46 By the end of the
1930s, conser,,ative, religious, and nationalist women's groups were brought together
on the basis of their anti-Semitism and anti-communism. By 1940, all these organisations were moulded mto the Egyesult Noi Tabor (Women's United Front), a fascist
hierarchical women's movement that supported the German war effort. 47 Just as the
Horth)' regime declared the Feminist Alliance illegal in 1942, the new, left-leaning
government forced the National Association of Hungarian Women to disband after
the Second World War. 48
After 1945, the political a11d organisational space left by the banned National Association of HU11garian Women was filled by a pletl1ora of small women's orga11isations. Tl1e resurfacmg l1eterogeneity of these groups betwee111945 ai1d 1948 mvolved
a lively scene of activities, but they did not aim to create a strong voice within the parties or to strike out as an independent movement. 49 The later dominant Magyar Nok
Demokratikus Szovetsege, or MNDSZ (Democratic Association of Hungarian Women),
emerged in 1945 from an agreement of left-leaning parties to gain the vote of women .
Yet from the beginning, the leading role of the Communist party's cadre was evident.50
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In the years immediately following the Second World War, the MNDSZ enjoyed widespread support among men and women, maintained open and democratic meetings,
provided space for women's education and entertainment, and offered sorely needed
social services.51 Many 'phoenix' organisations invoked the MNDSZ's image after 1989
and aspired to create similar roles for themselves, but they succeeded only partially.
In 1948, the Communist Party manipttlated the elections to secure victory and
then abolished all other parties and most associations, vvith the exception of MNDSZ
and a few others, st1ch as Hazafias Nepfront (Patriotic Popttlar Front), which they fashioned eve11 more to their liking.52 Admittedly, there is some overlap betvveen tl1e aims
of feminism and the ideals of Marxism, but tl1e marriage never functioned well iI1
practice. The state-socialist system promoted and applied a 'limited' or controlled
emancipation of women.53 Both in 1954 and in 1970, the Communist Party attempted
to abolish the one remaining women's association, claiming that women's emancipation had been accomplished.54 The 1956 Hungarian re,,olution profoundly questioned
such statements, but its lessons only slowly emerged after years of severe retribution
and oppression. In a sort of superficial housecleaning on 4 No,1 ember 1956, just as the
Soviet tanks squashed the revolution, the Communist Party not only renamed itself
the Magyar Szocialista Munkaspart, or MSZMP (Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party),
but also issued a11 edict to 11ame MNDSZ the Magi;ar N6k Orszagos Tanacsa, or MNOT
(Hungarian Women's Natio11al Council).55 This 11ewly named organisation became, by
the Party's request in 1970, exclusively a national office and dissolved its local branches.
It existed in this fashion until even its own cadre revolted in 1989 and established the
first 'phoenix' organisation, the Magyar Nok Szovetsege (Association of Hungarian
Women), in the hope that it could be a new umbrella organisation for the fledgling
and politically di,1 erse women's associations.56
During the communist era, only 'renegade' Yugosla,1 ia produced a bona fide feminist movement. In the 1970s, feminist and women's groups proliferated there, greatly
inspired by the second wave of feminist ideas coming from the West.57 In Hungary, the
only visible, explicitly autonomous and political women's organisation was founded
in 1973, but eve11 this was limited to Budapest a11d Uiuversity circles. Julia Veres,
Zsuzsa Korosi, and Piroska Markus began a collectio11 of signatures against tl1e restrictio11 of abortion rights. 58 It took the expulsion of these three female activists iI1
1974 to attract more widespread attention. Similar to the forced departure from Hungary of Roza Bedy-Schwimmer and Mariska Gardos in 1919, and possibly also Vilma
Gliicklich in the early 1920s, these three women were ejected from the country for
feminist acti,1 ism . Their story, along with that of the Feminist Alliance, would have
probabl)' passed unnoticed and unaccounted for, had not the members of the Feminist
Network located their ideological and historical origins in Hungary.59

Contemporary Women's Groups in Hungary
The re-emergence of civic groups l1as been one of the most important developments
in post-communist societies in the past ten years, and women's organising has been
part of this growth. 60 The collapse of the communist regimes revealed, and initially
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emphasised, the historical and cultural differences between women in Central and Eastern Europe and women in the West. A decade later, women's organisations in the region started to connect and to co-operate more intensely both regionally and globall)'·
Women's groups sprang up relatively quickly in Poland, in reaction to legislation
to criminalise abortion, and in the German Democratic Republic, to protest the attempts to severely limit access to abortion. The wave of abortion debates across the region gave impetus to increased women's self-consciousness and realisation of their
civic vulnerability. In the former Yttgoslavia, war atrocities and crimes against httmanity-notably the rape camps used as a means of genocide-prompted co11sciousnessraising efforts, and the formation and strengtl1ening of women's support centres.61 In
Hungary, however, the development of women's groups was slower and less dramatic. In 1995, of the 30,000 NGOs in Hungary, approximately forty v.rere specifically
women's groups. Six years later, the number of NGOs had reached over 50,000.62 From
almost 100 v.romen's groups active in 2005, approximately forty have stayed consistently active in women's issues.
The exact numbers of active NGOs and women's groups are uncertain and depend on how the data is collected. On the one hand, the achtal ntrmber of NGOs and
women's grottps in Hungary may be higher than this statistical data claims. Some of
tl1e registered NGOs are umbrella organisations, sl1elteriI1g mai1y other groups (e.g.,
tl1e Association of Hu11garian Wome11 a11d many wome11's party caucuses claim to be
such organisations).63 Co11versely, when groups dissolve, they often take a long time
to declare this to the Central Statistical Office. Until there is a legal or tax incentive to
make the accounting process of NGOs more accurate, only participant observation
and cross-checking of activists' accounts (interviews) can pro,ride a more accurate picture of the trends in the lifecycle of women's groups.
The vagueness inherent in assessing the size of the women's mo,,ement has become increasingly apparent and particularly problematic in Hungary. On 23 April 1993,
the first gathering of women's groups after the collapse of the communist regime was
held under the provocative banner of 'Why Is There No Women's Movement in Htmgary?' Tl1e organiser, the Magyarorszagi Noi Alapitvany or MONA (Foundation of Women
in Hungary), was soundly criticised for choosing tl1is title because tl1e twenty participating women's groups co11tradicted the provocative questio11. More co11tradictory
evidence also emerged after a careful search of other sources. Government sources, for
example, quoted sixty women's groups in Hungary in 199764 and MONA's website
listed 144 groups in 2005.65 However, these last two accounts of the growth of the
women's NGOs are quite arbitrary. It was not in MONA's interest to de-register the
defunct groups and, in fact, the various directories routinely classified as women's
groups a variety of groups with even the slightest hint of a httmanitarian aim: from the
fight against cancer, such as A Rak Ellen az Emberert Alapitvany (Foundation Against
Cancer for Htrmans), to health preser,,ation, such as Hosszutavu Egeszsegmegorz(f Program Egyesiilet (Associatio11 for Long-Term Healtl1-Mainte11ance), and child protection,
sucl1 as tl1e Csalad, Gyern1ek, Ifjusagi Egyesiilet (Family, Cluld, and Youth Association).
The number of vvomen's groups in Hungary l1as increased from one in 1988 (the
officially sanctioned, quasi 'lame-duck' Magyar Nok Orszagos Tanacsa, or MNOT (Hungarian Women's National Council), to approximately 140 in 2005. There are other in-
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formal v.romen's groups, but those that wish to be invol,red in public affairs usually
register with the authorities because becoming an NGO carries some significant financial incentives and pro,,ides almost the only way to influence politics without becoming affiliated with a political party. A group can onl)' give or get funds and apply for
tax breaks through the official registration process. So, what other factors propelled
women's groups to register as NGOs? 66
Interviews and participant observations over the past fifteen years in Hungary indicate that there have been fot1r disti11ct flows/eruptions of women's organising in
Hu11gary since tl1e regime transition. While most groups' participants assumed that
tl1e women's organisations 'just happe11ed' as in the previous century, ai1alysis of
these interviev.rs suggests that the foundations of civil society were built on deep historical roots. For instance, women activists re-framed contemporary e,rents and interpreted history to the newly confirmed freedom to associate. One participant in the
Szegedi Noi Talent Klub (Talent Women Manager Club of Szeged) reflected on the multitude of factors prompting women to join the group: 'There were some ,,.,ho came
only to establish business relations and there were others who were seeking compan)'·
Because the Kommunista Ifjusagi Szdvetseg or KISZ (Communist Youth Alliance) suddenly ceased to exist, there was a vacutrm, and one did not belong anywhere.' 67 Activists in women's groups enticed others to join ai1d thus generated renewed i11terest
in sucl1 organisations. Women's groups gatl1ered mome11tum in four discernible, albeit overlapping phases.

The Four Phases of Emergence in
Women's Organising in Contemporary H1,ngary
Shifts in gender expectations and role performance echoed the changing structure of
power in Central and Eastern Europe. On the one hand, the nev.r gender relations incorporated a respo11se to the experience of socialism that assumed a simultaneously
de- or over-politicised (but still monopolised) attitude towards many issues, including gender.68 On the other hand, chai1ging gender relations in today's Central and
Eastern European reflect an iI1creasing influence of globalisation, with dominant capitalist, (11eo-)liberal, and Western-orie11ted characteristics.69 During the metamorpl1osis
from communism, through its v.raning years in the 1980s and into the early postcommunist period, the politics of women's representation reveal a visibly different
kind of power, separating it from the direct and often hea,ry-handed, top-down implementation of the previous four decades. The nev.rly emerging kind of power is
rarel)' percei,,ed to be centralised or monopolised by a small group of people or institutions, in contrast to communist times. 70 Women's newly emerging organisising in its
ebbs and flows reflects this changing nahrre of power.
The first phase of women's independent organising started both alongside and because of the regime transformation ai1d consisted of two dramatically different styles
of activities: (1) grassroots, and (2) other 'phoenix' orgaiusations, emergiI1g from the
ashes of previous, socialist-era associations. In 1989, tl1e new grassroots women's organisations began to appear alongside the remnants of women's organisations from
the previous regime, exposing vast differences between the two.
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The new grassroots organisations, such as the Feminist Netvvork and NaNE, vvere
created without reference to the immediate institutional past or to personal or organisati.o nal experiences.71 Although they did not actively seek a historical template for
themseJ,,es, when some members of the Feminist Network unearthed the story of the
Feminist Alliance, they saw that it could make feminist arguments sound potentially
more legitimate. The Network therefore adopted the Alliance as its predecessor. Their
publication, Noszemely (Female Person), prominently featured a section dedicated to a
Feminist Archive. 72 The Archive regularly included lectures that the activists of the
Feminist Alliance gave and thematic collections of articles of the Feminist Alliance's
newspaper from tl1e turn of tl1e ni11eteentl1 century, A No es a Tarsadalom (Woman and
Society). Despite the minimal institutional structure and infrastructure of the grassroots
organisations, they started to attract the attention of national politics in a Cinderellalike experience, as these domestic hermits quickly mastered the media game. The members of these grassroots groups did not carry cards or pay membership fees, and the
groups themselves were mostly informal and focused on self-reflection (awarenessraising) and the creation of women's own, albeit small, spaces. Their actions did not
reject involvement in national politics, but they did not particularly encourage it either.
For example, many members of the Feminist Network were among the most committed activists i.t1 the campaigi1 agai11st crimiI1alisi.t1g abortion i11 1991-1992, although
tl1ey did so witl1out tl1e formal support of tl1e organisatio11.73
The 'phoenix,' or surviving organisatio11s from the previous regime, such as the
MSZOSZ N6i Tagozata (Women's Electorate of the National Alliance of the Hungarian
Trade Unions) and the Association of Hungarian Women, also emerged at this time
and mainly steered their organising towards more traditional political involvement,
such as lobbying. These resurrected groups rose from the ashes of their socialist-era
experiences and gave the appearance (and sometimes nothing more than the appearance) of carrying political clout. They also revived their previous, even if badly damaged
and frachrred, organisational framework a11d some political networking capabilities.
The second phase of contemporary women's organising took place in fue early
1990s with new groups most ofte11 directly connected to parties. Political parties establisl1ed fueir own wome11's groups in the form of party caucuses, usually by resuscitati11g seemingly lo11g-forgotten pre-commu11ist traditio11s of women's orga11ising,
which is what happened, for example, withm the ranks of the Fii.ggetlen Kisgazdapart
(Independent Smallliolders' Party). The first party to address women's issues directly
was the Szocialden1okrata Part (Social Democratic Party), but it eventually split into factions. Eventually, almost all Hungarian political parties, such as the Szabad Demokrata
Part (Party of Free Democrats), created either an informal women's caucus or a separate intra-party division for female party members and sympatlusers, such as the
Magyar Szocialista Part (Hungarian Socialist Party), the Munkaspart (Workers' Party),
and the Magyar Demokrata F6runi (Htmgarian Democratic Forum). Foreign, especially
German patterns, acted as a model from whicl1 conservative parties reacl1ed out to establisl1 fueir women's sectio11s.74
Later in the transition process, in 1994 and 1995, the third pl1ase of organising
began, with dozens of small groups deciding to go through the formalisation process
of registering with the government. Another change at this time was that the majority
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of new groups began to form outside the capital (e.g., in medium-sized cities like
Kecskemet, Veszprem, and Balatonfi.ired), with a general broad focus on self-help,
charity, and social engagement. Their activities, although not focused on politics per
se, ha,,e the potential to help de,1 elop women's own voices and to become a springboard for increased, but not exclusively, political activities.
Phase four, vvhich began in 1997, appears to have brotlght in tvvo contradictory
trends, echoing the first wave of post-1989 women's organising. On one side, the
fourth phase marks a period of decline, because both branches of the first wa,,e of
post-1989 wome11's groups began to seriously struggle. Some of the grassroots groups,
such as the Feminist Network, slowly phased out tl1eir operations due to burnout and
lack of funds. At the same time, the 'phoenix' organisations began to deteriorate, as
the Women's Alliance and the Women's Electorate of the National Alliance of the
Hungarian Trade Unions lost much of their financial structure and political connections, seriously undercutting left-wing women's organisational capacity. Yet another
break appeared in the conservative women's circles. Despite considerable ideological
support and financial assistance from two centre-right governments between 1990
and 1994 and 1998 and 2002, the conservative women's groups could not develop a
common platform. At the time of writing, in early 2006, hardly any of the women's
groups of tl1e political parties l1ave managed to take root.
Alten1atively, and in stark co11trast to this decli11e, several female activists discovered the perso11al a11d financial potential of establishing women-focused NGOs. They
began offering various services, especially in areas of welfare and education, to local
governments and applied for funding to national and international organisations. Offering services through local or national governments makes NGOs particularly ,rulnerable to entering into a dependent relationship. The acti,,ists often perceive that
they need to be apolitical in their domestic environments to be able to continue their
work, whereas the international environment, to wluch many of them now connect and
apply for support, requires, or at least appreciates, a clear gender-specific, often feminist, stance. Uneasy with this double-speak but driven to survive and prosper, many
women NGOs have adapted to tl1ese contradictory expectations by becoming professio11al agencies to provide welfare-related services, such as training, employment referral, ai1d abuse hotlines.75 The pragmatism of these new service-provider NGOs is botl1
an opportunity and a liability, as they offer a resonant sounding board about the viability of an independent civil society in a newly democratic country and inform about
the increasing interchange betvveen gender-specific domestic and international norms.

Conclusion: The Intersections of Women's Movements in Hungary
In this essay, I have described the emergence of women's groups in Hungary in the
last two centuries. As women's orga11ising in Hungary responded to both internal and
international economic ai1d political forces, it also revealed some unexpected connections and pote11tial parallels across the centuries.
Four sets of intriguing parallels emerge from the various ebbs and flows of women's
organising in Hungary. The first is the enduring international engagement of Hungar-
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ian women's groups. In the international women's movement, activist women found
the space to act more autonomously than in their respective, and often more restrictive,
domestic environments. In the process of international engagement, howe,1 er, the alliances of vvomen's groups developed competing interpretations of their gender, its
subjugation, and the desirable corresponding strategies that they intended to follow.
In the first half of the twentieth century, the internationalisation and competing interpretations of women's role in society were exemplified by one of the main inter-war
conser,,ati,1 e and nationalist-leaning women's organisations, the Magyar Asszonyok
Nemzeti Szovetsege (MANSZ) (National Associatio11 of Hungaria11 Women), which affiliated itself witl1 the International Council of Women (ICW). While co-operating 011
many occasions and e,,en considering merging during the inter-war period,76 the ICW
and the IWSA (from 1926 called the International Alliance of Women for Suffrage and
Equal Citizenship, the Feminist Alliance's choice for an international contact) developed alternati,re interpretations in the international arena over how they savv national
self-determination and, within it, vvomen's relationship to their nation.77 A similar polarisation of Hungarian women's groups occurred in the post-1989 era. Contemporary
conservative-leaning groups aligned themselves vvith Western Et1ropean, especially
German Christian-Conservative, parties and their women's cauct1ses, while the Femi.Inst Alliance, NaNE, and other service orga11isatio11s specialising iI1 women's job training and referral, such as ReginaNet, reached out to the Network of East-West Wome11
(established by Western femi.Iust scholars interested m Eastern Europe) and to WAVE,
a feminist advocacy and provider network aiming to eliminate violence against
women. 78
The second, uncanny but insightful, parallel is the particularly harsh treatment
women's groups have received from the state when the dominant ideology changed.
Just as in the period around 1920, vvhen the unrelenting harassment of the leadership
of the Femi.Iust Alliance eventually forced them to emigrate, in 1974, J(tlia Veres,
Zsuzsa Korosi, and Piroska Markus were forced to leave Hungary.
The third parallel across various types and times of women's organising is the
prornine11t feature of the groups interpretatio11 of history iI1 ge11eral, and women's history in particular, to stre11gthen their sense of identity and self-justificatio11. For instance,
party-affiliated women's groups from such different orie11tatio11s as the co11servativenationalist Fiiggetlen Kisgazdapart (Independent Smallholders' Party) and the orthodox
Marxist Munkaspart (Workers' Party) in,1 oked historical images to emphasise their
interpretation of International Women's Day, 8 March . The women activists of the Filggetlen Kisgazdapart invoked the inter-war celebration of Gyiimolcsolt6 (Fruit-Producing)
St. Mary to reinterpret 8 March. At the same time, the Marxist women's alliance made
a point in meeting in Szoborpark (Statute Park), vvhere many communist-era public
memorials are located.79 Similarly, NaNE has used in its advocacy effort of the International Women's Day neighbotrring Austria's example of incorporating women's
NGOs in formclating laws a11d creating sl1elters for domestic violence victims on botl1
national and local government levels.80 The framing of history becomes a political
matter because, by invokiI1g l1istorical roots and/ or lmkages to current Western practices of integrating NGOs in governmental policy-making, contemporary Hungarian
activists have gained, or at least claimed, legitimacy.
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The fourth observation about Hungarian women's organising concerns the often
difficult relationship between vvomen's groups and the state. Freedom to associate has
proven to be a necessary, yet insufficient, condition for women to express their interests. Liberal democracy allows women to organise, but if they fail to mobilise, liberal
democratic regimes follow their embedded biases and recognise only the more vocal
and articulate groups.81
Effective representation is crucial for the survival of the new democratic regimes.
Democratisation takes place at se,,eral different levels of society: the structure of a
group; the decision of engagement or dise11gagement in public life; and tl1e relatio11s
to and finai1cial dependence 011 other groups form part of a developme11t process of
,,alues and structures that can promote democratic participation. Although individuals may not be active participants at all times because of personal choices and constraints,
even their intermittent participation establishes a basis of participatory democracy.
Activism in social mo,,ements, especially in the case of a long-silenced and di,,erse
group such as women, can offer an escape from the shortcomings of traditional forms of
politics and possibly rectify democratic deficits on both the global and domestic levels.
Historical and cultural precedents may work against the likelihood of a mass
movement based on ,,_,omen's interests and, consequently, only very few women's
groups may be able to participate in politics. Ii1 additio11, these active women's groups
are very diverse in their activities and political orientation as they carefully pick and
choose one or more feminist tenets. Despite these odds, a number of Hw1garian women
have begun to think critically about their position. Some are starting to re-evaluate the
socialist past and some of them feel ready, able, and even obliged to exert pressure on
political decision-making bodies.
While there is reason to lament the lack of a unified and vibrant!)' energetic
women's movement in post-communist Hungary, there is also much to appreciate in
the commitment of many activist women. The shadow of the omnipotent commw1ist
state cottld have inhibited everyone's willingness to form organisations, bt1t this l1as
proven not to be the case. On the contrary, a plethora of political parties, trade w1ions,
and civic orgai1isations have appeared since the regime change. Increasing from one
(1988) to forty (1995) women's organisations, and mai11taining this core number until
2005 is certailuy impressive. However, it is also clear that the number of groups i11110
way reflects either women's potential or what is required by the radically changing
political and economic circumstances.
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